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There are some on our planet who believe you can't handle the truth, so the truth has been hidden for millennia. TheThere are some on our planet who believe you can't handle the truth, so the truth has been hidden for millennia. The

only problem is the truth is coming back… only problem is the truth is coming back… EarlyEarly..

Some of the crazy history shows on cable TV might not have the answers, but at least they ask the right questions.

Detective Leira Berens idea of fun is hunting down a killer. Her closest friends hang out at the bar right across theDetective Leira Berens idea of fun is hunting down a killer. Her closest friends hang out at the bar right across the

patio from her front door.patio from her front door.

It’s a little weird for an Austin Police Detective, but at least it is predictable.

That’s about to change.

Leira's new definition for weird some have called crazy. But she ends up being the right human for the job.

An Elven Prince has been murdered in the magical world of Oriceran and Leira is asked to capture the killer andAn Elven Prince has been murdered in the magical world of Oriceran and Leira is asked to capture the killer and

reclaim the powerful magical artifact before everything goes boom.reclaim the powerful magical artifact before everything goes boom.

Somewhere in this mess, she acquires a six-inch troll and a whole new understanding of history.

But that's just the beginning of the story. Well, the beginning of an entire Universe.

Welcome to The Revelations of Oriceran.Welcome to The Revelations of Oriceran.
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Because some believe you can't handle the truth.
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